RSA® Identity Governance & Lifecycle Quick Start

Aligning technology, people and process for success

Identity Governance and Administration (IGA)

Establishing an identity governance and provisioning program can be complicated. Where do you start? How should you define policies? What’s most important to show value? And how much will it actually cost to implement in terms of time and resources? Many organizations struggle to answer these very questions.

Enter the RSA® Identity Governance and Lifecycle Quick Start, a simple, fixed-price offering that provides customers with easily deployable IGA solutions so they can gain rapid time to value within a matter of days.

The Quick Start is a tightly controlled program split across two phases that combine preconfiguration, self-guided configuration instructions and one-on-one implementation support. This structure makes implementing an identity governance and administration program easy. It’s based on a core set of recommended practices and RSA’s years of experience with IGA programs in some of the most complex organizations.

Quick Start Phase 1: Governance

With the Quick Start Phase 1, customers gain insights into their users and access rights in active directory (AD), orphan accounts, SOX violations and other access risks. They can also manage access reviews to a set of targeted AD-based applications of their choosing. Upon completion of phase 1, organizations are armed with the expertise to expand governance to additional applications and equipped to reduce manual activities to meet audit requirements.

The Quick Start includes dashboards that show the real-time value gained from more effectively managing access and entitlements. A simple configuration guide breaks down each implementation task step by step and outlines key tasks to complete each week to keep the implementation on track. In addition, RSA assigns a certified professional services representative to each customer who signs up for the Quick Start offering; the rep serves as a resource on-site and on the phone to help ensure the engagement stays on track and answer any questions administrators may encounter.

What’s included:

- Fixed-Price Engagement
- Self-guided Playbook
- Deployment Guide
- Up to 1,000 AD-based Applications
- Collecting AD Groups/Accounts
Quick Start Phase 2: Lifecycle

Once an organization has established standardized governance practices, it can now successfully implement the lifecycle management components of the solution. Quick Start Phase 2 provides the same guided experience for customers (aligned to access request recommended practices), as well as a dedicated professional services representative. Policy violation remediation and detection of unauthorized changes are also included in phase 2 to meet recommended practices that help reduce overall identity risk.

At the end of Quick Start Phase 2, customers will have implemented access requests and standardized fulfillment activities, such as create and delete an account or group.

What’s included:
- Fixed-Price Engagement
- Self-guided Playbook
- Deployment Guide
- Access Request Forms
- Provisioning Accounts and Groups to AD
- Additional Reports and Dashboards
- 15 Days PS Engagement.

About RSA

RSA, a leader in cybersecurity and risk management solutions, provides organizations with technology to address challenges across security, risk management and fraud prevention in the digital era. RSA solutions are designed to effectively detect and respond to advanced attacks; manage user access control; and reduce operational risk, fraud and cybercrime. RSA protects millions of users around the world and helps more than 90 percent of the Fortune 500 companies thrive and continuously adapt to transformational change. For more information, go to rsa.com.